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Abstract— We present an injection-locked divider (ILFD) with
a double-balanced structure to generate two signals with tunable
phase difference. A circuit prototype was designed and fabricated
using a standard 0.18 � m digital CMOS technology, and generates
dual-phase signals at 4.8-6 GHz. The phase difference of the
two output signals can be tuned independently by 55 � , and
differentially by 100 � , both centered around quadrature (90 � ).
The phase noise degradation is negligible.

Index Terms— frequency conversion, injection locked oscilla-
tors, phase matching, phase noise, signal generator

I. INTRODUCTION

In modern digital communication systems, it is increas-
ingly important to generate accurate multi-phase signals. For
example, in-phase and quadrature LO signals are required
for quadrature modulation, quadrature down-conversion, and
Weaver image rejection. Passive phase shift circuits such
as poly-phase filters [1] are commonly used in low-GHz
applications for this purpose. Their disadvantages are lim-
ited bandwidth per stage, large signal attenuation, and noise
degradation. Ring and coupled oscillators can also be used
to generate accurate multi-phase signals, but they suffer from
inferior phase noise performance, especially at high frequen-
cies. Toggle-flip-flop digital frequency dividers [2] are widely
used to generate quadrature signals. However, their phase
accuracy depends on the input signal duty-cycle, and the large
power consumption is also a concern at high frequencies.
Recently, injection-locked frequency dividers (ILFDs) [3] have
been demonstrated for quadrature generation with good phase
accuracy and substantially lower power consumption [4]–[7].
They are particularly suitable for microwave and millimeter-
wave applications where the trade-off between speed and
power consumption is more challenging [8], [9].

The application of ILFDs in signal generation is so far
limited to quadrature cases. This paper presents a study on
generating signals with arbitrary and tunable phase difference
by utilizing the phase shift characteristics of ILFDs (more
generally, injection-locked oscillators). This is very attractive
in applications that require tunable phases with fine phase
resolution, e.g., phase array systems [10]. It can also be used
to improve the phase accuracy of quadrature generation.

II. PHASE TUNING

An ILFD can be treated as a simplified regenerative divider
with a built-in mixer and filter [5], [11], [12]. For example, a
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic,(b) equivalent circuit model and (c) behavior model
of a divide-by-2 ILFD based on differential LC oscillator.

Fig. 2. Phase shift characteristics of a differential LC ILFD according to
Eqn. 1.
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divide-by-2 ILFD based on differential LC oscillator (Fig. 1-
a) can be modeled as a regenerative divider with a single-
balanced mixer and an LC tank filter (Fig. 1-b,c) . At large
oscillation amplitude, assuming ideal switching for the differ-
ential pair ( ��� and ��� ), the output signal phase shift � can
be found [5]

�
	 ��� ������� ��� ������ ��� �"!$#%'& !�( �*)
� �+�,��� �-� �� ���.�"!/#%'& !�( �0)+1

(1)
where �.2436587-9:�;3+<�58=+> is the injection ratio, ?A@ is the free-
running oscillation frequency, BC? 2 ?
DE?�@ is the frequency
shift, and F is the LC tank quality factor. As shown in Fig. 2,
the phase shift � is a monotonic function of the frequency
shift BG? , and the function is quite linear within the locking
range except close to the edges.

When the injected signal changes phase by 180 H , the phase
of the ILFD output changes by 90 H . Therefore, when a differ-
ential signal is injected into two identical ILFDs (Fig. 3) with
the same free-running oscillation frequency ( ? @I� 	J? @K� ), the
two differential output signals are exactly in quadrature, i.e.,BMLE	ONQP/H (Fig. 4-a). The quadrature accuracy is determined
by the mismatch between the two ILFDs, and also affected by
the injection ratio � and F of the LC tank.

When the two ILFD cores have different free-running oscil-
lation frequencies ( ? @6�CR	S? @K� ), L � and L � will be no longer in
quadrature but with another phase difference. Therefore, if we
frequency-tune ILFD � or ILFD � , their phase difference BTL
will change accordingly. Fig. 4 shows some possible ways of
phase tuning: we can fix ? @U� (and hence L � ), while tune ? @6�
to change L � ; we can also tune ? @I� and ? @U� (and hence L �
and LV� ) differentially to achieve a larger phase tuning range. If
the ILFD cores are designed to center their frequency tuning
range around half input frequency ? , the phase tuning range
will be around quadrature, and reaches its maximum when
tuning differentially. If desirable phase tuning range is aroundBML�	WP , we can just injection-locked both ILFD cores with
the same single-ended signal.

Notice that the signal amplitude is related to � as [5]
X @Y	[Z\^] 3+<�58=6> �_�`� � ��a6b �

� � ( (2)

where ] is the equivalent tank resistance. Therefore, in order
to maintain an equal signal amplitude for the two outputs, it
is also better to tune ?A@6� and ?A@K� differentially around ? , in
which case ���^cdD^��� , and hence a6b �

� �e�f	 a6b �
� �A� .

III. CIRCUIT DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

From Eqn. 1 and 2, it can be seen that both phase shift
and output amplitude strongly depend on the injection ratio� , which in turn depends on both the injection current 3 587-9
and bias current 3 <�5g=6> . In a simple differential LC ILFD,3 5h7�9 is generated by a transconductor, usually made of the
tail transistor. Any variation in transistor size or bias voltage
would translate into change in 3 5h7�9 , and hence affects the phase
accuracy and amplitude equality. To address this problem,
we introduce a double-balanced structure similar to a Gilbert

Fig. 3. Dual phase generation by injection-locking two ILFDs. The injected
differential signals result in quadrature phase difference at the ILFD outputs
when ikjKlnm"ikj_o . The output phases pkl and p$o are explicitly expressed as
the sum of the quadrature phases and the phase shift parts q0l and qko so that
Eqn. 1 can be directly applied.

Fig. 4. Phase tuning of two ILFDs: (a) quadrature; (b)(c) single-ended tuning;
(d) differential tuning.

Fig. 5. Schematic of the prototype double-balanced ILFD.
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Fig. 6. Chip micrograph of the prototype ILFD.

cell (Fig. 5). In such a double-balanced ILFD, the input
transconductor is replaced by a differential pair ( �sr and ��t )
operating in strong switching mode. Therefore, the injection
ratio � is determined only by the Fourier series coefficients
of an ideal sign function, and hence is largely immune from
variations in transistor size or dc bias, given the input voltage
signal is sufficiently large. Note that the injection current now
consists of multiple harmonics of

� ? .
In the prototype, NMOS inversion-mode varactors ( ufv �

to u�vxw ) are used in the LC tanks to tune the free-running
oscillation frequency (Fig. 5). Another ILFD is added to serve
as an on-chip active balun in order to convert the single-ended
signal from a signal source to the differential injection signal
with good phase noise. It is a regular differential LC divide-
by-2 ILFD like the one in Fig. 1-a. Varactor tuning is also
included in the balun ILFD to cover the locking range of the
main ILFD. Since there is no stringent input bias requirement
on the double-balanced ILFD, they are directly dc coupled.

The circuit is fabricated using a standard 0.18 yVz digital
CMOS technology with low-resistivity substrate. Spiral induc-
tors are constructed using the 0.9 yVz -thick top metal layer.
Due to the thin metal and lossy substrate, Q of the inductors
is about 6 at 5GHz. Two open drain differential buffers are
used at the output ports. The main ILFD consumes 8mA from
a 1.8V power supply. The balun ILFD and the open drain
buffers consume 4mA and 18mA from 1.4V and 1.8V Vdd,
respectively. The die photo is shown in Fig. 6, and the chip
size is

�Q{ P;z|z[} �Q{8� z|z .

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The circuit prototype is measured using a probe station.
First, we measured the stand-alone main ILFD cores (without
the balun ILFD) implemented in a companion test chip. Their
tuning range when free-running is from 4.96GHz to 6.16GHz
(Fig. 7), and their locking range without tuning is found to
be 17%. Then the locking range of the prototype (with the
balun ILFD) was measured at different tuning points, and
is found to be over 15% across the tuning range (Fig. 8).
Notice that the locking range extends symmetrically around
the free-running frequency as the injected power increases.
Taking into account both the tuning and locking range, the
total operation frequency range then extends to 22%, from
4.78GHz to 5.95GHz at the outputs.

Fig. 7. Tuning range of the free-running ILFD core.

Fig. 8. Locking range and bounds in the middle of the tuning range. Note that
these are the input signal frequencies, which are 4 times that of the outputs.

The phase difference of the two output signals are mea-
sured using a sampling oscilloscope. Cables and probes are
calibrated to remove the phase mismatch introduced by the
measurement setup. Fig. 9-a shows the case of tuning the first
core ILFD � while keeping ILFD � at the middle of its tuning
range. The phase difference can be varied by 55 H around
quadrature before the ILFD loses lock. Fig. 9-b shows the
opposite case of tuning ILFD � only. A similar 50 H phase
tuning around quadrature is achieved. When ILFD � and ILFD �
are tuned differentially, about 100 H (40 H to 140 H ) phase
tuning is achieved for different input frequencies (Fig. 9-c).
Compared to single-ended phase tuning, differential tuning
shows much better linearity in the tuning characteristics.

In order the verify the phase accuracy of the prototype
ILFD, phase difference is measured when ILFD � and ILFD �
are tuned to the same free-running frequency, and the ILFD
degenerates to the normal quadrature case. Fig. 10 shows
that the average phase deviation from quadrature is about 1.5
degree across the locking range, which is comparable to [5].

The phase noise across the locking range is also measured,
together with that of the input signal, as shown in Fig. 11. The
phase noise of the output is about 10 to 11 ~/� lower than that
of the 21GHz input. The phase noise suppression is quite close
to the theoretical value of 12 ~/� for divide-by-4 operation.

V. CONCLUSION

A new double-balanced injection-locked frequency divider
for dual-phase signal generation is presented. The ILFD can
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(a)
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(c)

Fig. 9. Phase tuning: (a) keep �Q��l constant and tune �;�go ; (b) keep �:�xo
constant and tune �;��l ; (c) differential tuning of �;��l and �;�xo .

Fig. 10. Quadrature phase mismatch measured in the middle of tuning range.

Fig. 11. Phase noise within the locking range, compared with that of input
signal. Measured at 5.3GHz output.

generate 4.78GHz to 5.95GHz dual-phase signals with phase
difference tunable by 100 H . It does not introduce any notice-
able phase noise degradation. It is expected that this technique
can be used to generate multi-phase signals with good phase
accuracy and tunability.
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